MATERIALS

**AMSTERDAM QUILT FEATURING SHAPE OF SPRING BY ELOISE RENOUF**

1 Fat Quarter each 10 prints: Spring Sampler {Robin’s Egg & Petal Pink}, Line Up {Robin’s Egg & Petal Pink}, Full Circle {Robin’s Egg, Petal Pink, Blue Jay, Sunshine, Grass, Eggshell}

1 Fat Eighth each: Full Circle {Shadow & Midnight}

1¼ yards White fabric for background, ½ yard Petal Print {Twig} for binding, 1¾ yards Petal Print {Sage} for Backing

CUTTING DIRECTIONS

**TULIP TOP**

6- 4.5” squares

*From each: Spring Sampler {Robin’s Egg}, Line Up {Robin’s Egg}, Full Circle {Petal Pink & Sunshine}*

2- 2.5” x WOF strips of White fabric subcut into:

* 24- 2.5” squares

**TULIP BOTTOM**

3- 4.5” x 8.5” rectangles

*From each: Spring Sampler {Petal Pink}, Line Up {Petal Pink}, Full Circle {Robin’s Egg & Blue Jay}*

2- 2” x WOF strips of White fabric subcut into:

* 24- 2” squares

**LEAVES**

12- 5” squares

*From each: Full Circle {Grass & Eggshell}*

3- 5” x WOF strips of White fabric subcut into:

* 24- 5” squares

**STEM**

6- 1” x 8” rectangle

*From each: Full Circle {Shadow & Midnight}*

**SASHING**

12- 1.5” strips of White fabric

* subcut 5 strips into 9- 1.5” x 16” pieces (for block sashing)*

* subcut 2 strips into 2- 1.5” x 35.5” pieces (for center horizontal sashing)*

* subcut 2 strips into 2- 1.5” x 37.5” pieces (for horizontal borders)*

Join 3 strips together &

* subcut 2- 1.5” x 49” pieces (for vertical borders)*

**BINDING**

5- 2.5” strips of Petal Print {Twig}

ASSEMBLY DIRECTIONS

¼” seam allowance unless otherwise noted.

1. **TULIP TOP BLOCKS:** Mark a diagonal line from corner to corner on each white square. Place in one corner of the print square and stitch down diagonal line. Trim seam allowance to ¼” and press open. Sew two Tulip Top blocks together and press. [fig 1]

2. **TULIP BOTTOM BLOCKS:** Mark a diagonal line from corner to corner on each white square. Place in bottom corners of the print rectangle and stitch down diagonal lines. Trim seam allowance to ¼” and press open. [fig 2]

3. Sew Tulip Bottom block to joined Tulip Top block and press. [fig 3]

4. **LEAF BLOCKS:** Mark a diagonal line from corner to corner on each white square. With right sides together, make pairs of print and white squares. Sew ¼” along each side of the line. Cut along center line and press to make half square triangle blocks. Trim to 4.25” squares. [fig 4]

5. Join two leaf blocks together to form a Left Leaf and press. Repeat with another two leaf blocks for the Right Leaf. Join Left and Right Leaf blocks to Stem and press. [fig 5]

6. Join Leaf & Stem Block to Tulip block and press. [fig 6]

7. Add sashing and join blocks following the **QUILT DIAGRAM**.

8. Layer the backing, batting and quilt top. Baste, quilt and bind.